


The difference between graduating as a landscape architect in the late 20th
century and in the early 21st century is only 30-40 years however the changes
that have occurred in in that timeframe including technology, communications
and globalisation have been enormous.

The opportunities to work or be educated around the globe have increased.
How has this affected our learning, understanding and practice and what will
happen in the future and how can we as a profession be prepared for it?

• I have asked the speakers to reflect on what it was like at the beginning of 
their careers and how it is now – what were then challenges then and what 
are they now?

• How has learning or working abroad influenced the development of their 
practice?

• What do we need to do to ensure the longevity of the profession and what 
are the key trends moving forward? 
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Rebecca Heatlie 
Landscape Architect – CH2M & Studio Tutor University of Edinburgh

Rebecca is an award-winning landscape architect, upon graduating
she received the Peter Daniel’s Graduating Students Portfolio Prize for her Masters and
received the Landscape Institute Scotland Undergraduate Portfolio Prize.

Rebecca now works as a Studio Tutor for the University of Edinburgh on the Detail Design
and Urban Design Modules of the Landscape Architecture course and is a Landscape
Architect with CH2M, Glasgow.

Rebecca has worked in private practice in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Germany. She believes
her time spent and Peter Latz + Partners helped to shape her design ethos, knowledge and
drive to achieve excellence in Urban Design.
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Career History

• Graduated 2016 Msc (with distinction) University of 
Edinburgh

• Assistant Landscape Architect - Harrison Stevens 

• Intern Landscape Architect – Latz +  Partner 

• Graduate Landscape Architect – CH2M

• Academic Tutor (Urban Design and Detail Design) at 
ESALA 



Opportunities while studying

In addition to travel and learning abroad

• Represented ESALA at Career Fairs in major cities

• Student committee member of the Landscape Institute

• Class Representative at The University of Edinburgh

• Peter Daniels Award, Graduating Student Portfolio Prize, 2016

• Open Air Gallery, Jagellionian University, Krakow

• Design After Disaster Lecture Series, 2016, Krakow – shortlisted

• Undergraduate Portfolio Prize Winner, 2013

• Workshop Series Le Grand Paris, Energy Strategy Northern 
France, 2013 – Invitation to contribute



Opportunities to Travel and Learn

• Versailles, France – École Nationale Supérieure de 
Paysage

• the Ruhr (Zollverein,  Duisburg Nord, Insel
Hombroich), Germany – Reclaiming post industrial 
landscapes

• Latz + Partner, Munich - Internship



Design Ethos

• Designing for the future whilst understanding the 
past

• Place led design



Landscape in Flux  - Krakow 











Ardeer Peninsula and ICI









My Thoughts on the Future of the 
Profession
• Landscape needs a champion

• Strategy to encourage students to take Landscape 
Architecture as an undergraduate degree 



Anca Panait
Landscape Architect – AHR

Anca is an award-winning landscape architect who graduated from Edinburgh 
University with a master’s degree in landscape architecture. She joined AHR 
after graduating and is now a CMLI.

Prior to joining AHR, Anca was involved in several international competitions and workshops
that helped her gain experience in spatial design and master planning.

Over the last 2 years, her designs have won her a plot at the Chaumont-sur –Loire
International Garden Festival 2016 as well as being selected as a finalist for the RHS Young
Designer of the Year Award 2017 at RHS Tatton Park where she constructed her own garden.

She has also collaborated with the RHS on different national campaigns like The Green Plan It
Project and Greening Grey Britain where she has worked as a mentor to increase awareness
of horticulture and landscape architecture.





























Liane is a chartered member of the Landscape Institute and member
of the Architektenkammer Berlin and has 13 years’ experience as a
Landscape Architect.

She has studied Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning at Beuth
University in Berlin and has worked in private practices in New Zealand, Australia,
Berlin and at Martha Schwartz Partners in Cambridge, USA.

Since relocating to Scotland Liane has served as Director at City Design Cooperative, is
currently an Associate at rankinfraser landscape architects and has co-founded
UrbanPioneers Landscape Architects.

Liane is also a co-producer of the Architecture Fringe and Board Member of Play
Scotland.

Liane Bauer
Co Founder Urban Pioneers Landscape Architects
Associate of rankinfraser







































































Janet Benton
Director & Landscape Architect -Benton Scott-Simmons

Janet has worked for over thirty years in landscape architecture and urban
design, initially for various private practices and then for 14 years as a sole
trader before co-founding Benton Scott-Simmons in 2014.

Janet first studied life sciences and subsequently undertook a Masters in Landscape
Architecture at Edinburgh University. Upon graduation she left the UK for New York and
was fortunate to gain her first landscape architect position at a prominent Manhattan
practice. That experience sparked an interest in an interdisciplinary design approach that
has underpinned all her subsequent work as a landscape architect.

On leaving the US, Janet worked in the south of England and the Far East before returning
to Scotland to take a post in Glasgow, where she has worked ever since. In addition to her
main UK-based portfolio, she has been fortunate to continue to work on overseas projects
from her base in Scotland, including in Libya, China, South Korea, Japan and Indonesia.



Janet Benton

Benton Scott-Simmons
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What’s happened in 

the last 30-40 years?

What have you 

learned?

What do you think’s going 

to happen next?





































Sir Patrick Geddes
1854-1932

scientist
sociologist

planner



c h a r e t t e  t e c h n i q u e
p r o f e s s i o n a l s . . c o m m u n i t y . . g e n e r a l p u b l i c . . c l i e n t . . a u t h o r i t i e s . . s p e c i a l i s t s

• walkable
• connected
• mixed-use, diverse
• mixed housing types and tenures
• quality architecture & urban design
• traditional neighbourhood structure
• increased density
• green transportation
• sustainability
• quality of life







Phase 1a – Cairnhill

800 dwellings









We’ve finished the layout, can you put 

the planting on now please?
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Thankyou to all our speakers

Q & A


